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What is JWST?
• The James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST) will be the
next NASA Great Observatory
– an infrared-optimized
telescope
– a 6.5m (21.3ft) diameter
segmented primary mirror
– Will orbit at the L2 position
1.5million km from Earth
– To be launched in June 2014
(based on current plans).

• In comparison, the Hubble
Space Telescope orbits the
Earth at an altitude of 570 km
(350 miles) and has a single
primary mirror only 2.4 m (7.8
ft) across.
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What is JWST?
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Building JWST
• The primary structure of
JWST will be built using
carbon-fiber composites
to make the telescope
structure as light and rigid
as possible.
• The Backplane Stability
Test Article (BSTA),
shown here, was built
using the same materials
and techniques that will
be used to build the actual
mirror support and
telescope structure.
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The Need to Test
• The mirror support structure needs to be very
stable:
– Will allow controlled adjustments to the segments
– NOT a real-time adaptive optics systems

• NASA required a test for the BSTA
– to demonstrate its stability
– to verify that the design and construction techniques will
work

• NASA requirements for mirror support structure:
– To be stable to within 68nm from 30-50K (-405 to -370
°F)
– track the structural changes from ambient (~295K) to
cryogenic temperatures (~30K).
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Test Site
Testing of the BSTA took place at a thermal-vacuum chamber at the
Marshall Space Flight Center over a period of 14 weeks.

Testing end of vacuum chamber
Open end of vacuum chamber for BSTA test
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How to Test
Q: How do you measure the changes in a structure that is in
hard vacuum cooled down to 30K with an accuracy on the
order of 10nm?
A: Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI)
•

•

ESPI measures the change
in the object due to
thermal or mechanical
stress. This is done by
tracking the speckles’
phase change on the
surface.
Spatial or temporal phase
shifting allows us to
differentiate between
stress generated changes
and noise introduced by
the test setup.
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Translation:
A very bright laser taking 5 pictures/second for 24 hours/day for 6 weeks
straight.
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Test Equipment
Window into
Vacuum chamber

ESPI at the window to the vacuum chamber
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The Basic Processing Problem
• The ESPI did have software to take measurements, but
– Software was not geared for continuous data taking at a high
rate
– Software could not be adapted during the test

• Speckle interferometry measures the phase difference
between two different exposures, and thus changes in
surface displacement.
– But phases are wrapped every 2π.

• Thus a need to unwrap phases and determine proper
relative phase (spatial).
– Traditionally done using spatial unwrapping algorithms
– The primary customization desired was to use temporal phase
unwrapping instead.
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Phase unwrapping and tilt correction
• The target gets separated into contiguous regions, islands
• Changes in temperature cause each region (island) to expand, yet
the different thicknesses, and lengths, result in differing rates of
overall expansion for each island.
• Rigid body motion of the target introduces tilts on top of the
expansions
– This ‘tilt’ shows up as a set of fringes corresponding to points where the
phases jump from π to –π across the target.
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Spatially unwrapped phases
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Tilt corrected,
in need of island leveling

m*2π

Python to the Rescue
• Needed to write custom software to take data, process
images, then store data, all in near-real-time
• Unknowable software requirements
– Test is first of its kind.
– We had no certainty about what phase-unwrapping algorithms
were going to work until the test actually started.
– Must be easily adaptable and handle massive amounts of data!

• Python: the best possible choice
– Python allowed rapid development to adapt on-the-fly
– Plotting (matplotlib) and array libraries robust and fast enough
for near-real-time operations
– Commercial software that came with ESPI hardware written in
Python and C, so Python allowed us to interface to that code to
run our own custom processing code using the commercial
algorithms for data acquisition and phase-unwrapping
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Data Processing Environment
• Data acquisition and processing took place on 4
Windows PCs hooked to a 14Tb file server
– 1 dual-core PC used for acquisition of raw images
(1004x996 pixel images) at 5 exposures/sec
– 2 PCs used for real-time processing of every 5th exposure
– 1 PC used for real-time reprocessing and data analysis(plots)

• Software used written almost entirely in Python
– Data acquisition used custom code to automate the operation of
the commercial software used to interfaced with the ESPI
camera and it was run under the commercial software’s own
Python environment
– Real-time processing and monitoring software written in Python
with real-time monitoring GUI
– All plotting operations, including real-time plots and image
displays, used matplotlib
– Python API to commercial software used for phase-unwrapping
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Flow Diagram for ESPI
Python Data Processing Software
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Data Monitoring GUI
• Top plot: average
brightness in
images to monitor
laser health
• Middle plots:
measurements of
pre-defined
regions
• Bottom window:
Processed image
to monitor quality
of data
• Plots automatically
saved every hour
• Lag of 2-5 minutes
between data
acquisition and
update of GUI
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BSTA image in the chamber
overlaid with detector mask
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BSTA Data
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Reprocessing
• All the data was reprocessed after the test
– Use final versions of all algorithms as adapted to test
conditions
– Create a homogeneous set of results for entire test
• It still takes 1 second/exposure to process the data
– Multiple PCs given separate data sets to process in
parallel
– 6 weeks of data, nearly 2 million images total, could then
be reprocessed in about a week (using only 1/5 of them)
• Final results processed into additional forms for reporting
– Movies show how structures warped during the
temperature changes
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BSTA Motions from 40-60K
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BSTA Data in 3D
• This movie was
generated from a
series of 3D images
created using the
TVTK package from
SciPy
– Processed images
converted into 3D
surface plots
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Future Tests
• A new test:
– map the actual positions and orientations of each mirror segment
– use an upgraded version of the ESPI

• High speed data acquisition:
– taking up to a 1000 images a second for a short period of time
– easily generate 10Tb of imaging data in only 7 minutes

• Software from previous ESPI tests will be used
– including synthesizing data from additional measuring devices.

• We will use multiple systems processing data in parallel
to process the data quickly enough to allow the test to
proceed as needed, much as we did with the
reprocessing of the original ESPI data.
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Summary
• BSTA data analysis measured stability with an RMS of 25-30nm/K,
well within the 100nm/K requirement for achieving TRL-6.
– Measurements were based on calibrations with RMS values less than 5
nm around measured slope

• Python allowed for rapid development before, and most importantly,
during the test
– It allowed us to interface with the commercial package to use their Cbased algorithms for data acquisition and phase-unwrapping
– Changes in algorithm for processing implemented while test was
underway

• We were able to develop a near-real-time processing pipeline
spread across multiple systems based on Python
– Software can not be released as it was customized specifically to the
JWST tests

• The success of this test resulted in establishing the ESPI as a
resource for later tests, and this software will be used as the
framework for supporting additional tests of JWST in the coming
years
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